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Adnan
Ma'add
Nizar
Mudar Rabbe'ah Inmar Iyad
Ilyas Aylan
Mudrika Tanijah Qamah
Khozema Hudhayl
Kanana Asad Asadah Hawn
Nazar Malik Abd Manah Milkhan
Maleeh Yukhlad
Fahar (Qoreish)
Ghalib Muharib Harith Asad
Looi Taym
Kaab Amir Saham Awf
Mura Husaya Adyiy
Klab Yaqdah Tym
Sad Kab Amr
Abu Qahafa Uthman

(1) ABU BAKR [The First Caliph]
Ubaydullah
Talha
Muhammad [Married the second daughter of Yazdigard, the last Iranian king]
Qasim
Umm Farwa [Married to Muhammad Baqir mother Jaffir Sadiq]

Qosai Zuhra
Abd Manaf (Mughira) Abd Abd Dar Abdul Uzzah
HASHIM Muttalib Nawfal Abdush Shams
Abdul Muttalib Asad Aba' Sayfi Nadhlah
Abdulllah Abu Talib Hamza Abbas
MUHAMMAD (the Holy Prophet)

(2) UMAR [The Second Caliph]
Fatima [One of the first converts to Islam]
Abdullah Hafsa [Married to the Prophet]
Umm Kulthoom Asma
[Married to Umar]
Zubayr ibn Awwam

(3) UTHMAN [The Third Caliph]

(4) ALI [The Fourth Caliph]
Umayya [the Christian slave boy]

Harb Abul As
Abu Sufyan Sahar Umme Jamal Affan Hakam
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